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Implications of Magma Chamber Dynamics for Soret-Related Fractionation
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Convection of silicatemelts in magma chambersis consideredas a possiblemechanismfor producing
significant or, at least, detectable chemical fractionation by the Soret effect. Thermal boundary layer
analysesshow that Soret fractionation would be, at best, an extremely weak processin evolving magmatic systems.For very large amplitude thermally driven convection at horizontal chamber margins, both
the magnitude of the temperature gradient and the time scale for residenceof magma in the unstable
thermal boundary layer are entirely inappropriate for chemical fractionation of the magma at levels
comparable to those obtained in laboratory experiments(5-60%). For a typical convecting body a
relative concentration enhancement of 0.04% is obtained as an estimate of the upper limit of Soret

fractionation.Even if exceedinglylarge temperaturegradients(of the order of 10'• øC/m) in a transient
thermal regime are attained by compositionally driven convection, the magma residencetime in the
thermal boundary layer is so brief (100 s) that much less chemical fractionation results (0.002%). For
convectionnear vertical margins a kinematic model of a countercurrentflow regime provides estimates
of chemical separationproduced by the thermogravitational fractionation mechanism.Incorporating a
range of physical and chemical parameters that characterize magma chamber convection, steady state
values of concentration

1.

enhancement

are even smaller than for fractionation

INTRODUCTION

Intrusion of magma into cooler host rock givesrise to temperature variations capable of driving convective motions
through the production of thermal and chemical buoyancy.
Owing to the low thermal diffusivity of molten rock, even
weak convectionin magma is expectedto be characterizedby
strong boundary layer behavior. (Here, the term thermal diffusivity refers to the flow of heat only and should not be
confusedwith the transport of chemical speciesinduced by
temperature gradients which we refer to as Soret diffusion.)
The parametersdefininga thermal boundary layer suchas the
characteristicthicknessand average temperature contrast determine the rate of heat loss from the magma body. In recent
years the thermal boundarylayer regimehas also been linked
to hypothesized magmatic processesinvolving Soret fractionation which counter the tendency of convection to homogenize magma [Shaw et al., 1976; Hildreth, 1981; $chott,
1983; Walker et al., 1981; Walker and DeLon•t, 1982, 1984;
Walker, 1983]. Suchunmixingmechanismsare potentially significant processesin both the chemicaland dynamical evolution of magmatic systems.However, most discussions
of these
boundary layer-related processesare heuristic and depend a
great deal on the presumedthermal and dynamical behavior
of that regime.
The nature of buoyancy can strongly affect the amplitude
and style of convection.Thermally driven flows, where buoyancy is derivedfrom thermal expansionand contractionof the
magma, will existin chamberscooledfrom above and/or from
the sides.Somewhat larger amplitudesthan can be achieved
by thermal buoyancyare possibleif chemicalchangesproduce
buoyancy in the magma. Crystal fractionation processesare
the most likely mechanismsfor producing substantialchemical or compositionalbuoyancy.For example,plating of crystals on the cooler margin of a magma body can give rise to a
compositionally distinct mobile layer of magma capable of
driving circulations[McBirney and Noyes, 1979]. Recentstudies of double diffusive convection

have considered

this source
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boundaries.

of buoyancy in conjunction with thermal buoyancy [Huppert
and Turner, 1981]. The relative magnitudesof chemical and
thermal buoyancyas well as chemicaland thermal diffusivities
will affect both the style and amplitude of circulationswithin
the magma.
Fortunately, uncertaintiesabout the style and amplitude of
convectionin magma, while complicatingthe analysis,do not
affect most of the fundamental

models used to estimate

the

role of magma circulationsfor enhancingSoret fractionation.
For simplicity, most of our discussionsare presentedin the
context of thermal buoyancy,although we include comments
about chemical buoyancy and double diffusive convection
when their roles might be significantfor Soret processes.
One important effect,which may involve crystal plating on
the margin of an evolving magma chamber,is the layering or
stratification of the intrusion that occurs during the evolution
of the magma body [Irvine, 1980; $pera and Crisp, 1981].
Becauseof the smaller density contrastsassociatedwith thermal buoyancyit is expectedthat thermally driven circulations
will be mostly confined to individual layers in the chamber.
Progressivecompartmentalizationof convectioninto compositionally distinctlayerswill eventuallydecreasethe amplitude
of circulations in the body. While the models presentedhere
are generalenoughto be applied to this situation,we will not
consider this case in which convection is "handicapped."
Rather, we consider only caseswhere thermally or compositionally driven convection provides the thermal regime that
is optimal for Soret processes.
An often overlooked but important fact about magma
chamber modeling is that the character of the boundary layer
regime not only dependson the internal nature of the system,
that is, properties of magma related to buoyancy and viscosity,but also upon the thermal propertiesof the boundaries.
The thermal conditions applied to the boundary of the body
should model the series heat transfer relationship involving
both magma and host rock. Constant temperature conditions
imply that magma convectioncontrols the rate of heat transfer from the body, while constant heat flux conditions simulate
a host environment

Copyright1986by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

near horizontal

that controls heat transfer. Several models

[dae•ter, 1964; Cartitian, 1983, 1986] indicate that constant
flux conditions model this relationship more accurately than
do constant temperature conditions. On the other hand, a
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Fig. 1. In a stratiform intrusion, thermal layers will form on the

top and bottom margins.Only the top margin will be unstable,giving
rise to thermally driven flows. Magma will not remain indefinitely
within this unstable thermal layer but will have a characteristicresidencetime ranging from hours to a thousand hours.

constant temperaturecondition permits estimatesto be made
of the maximumrealizabletemperaturegradientsoccurringin
a givenmagmaticsystem.This is usefulfor boundingthe possibleeffectof convectionfor Soret processes.
In this paper we focuson the relationshipbetweenboundary layer convectionand the Soret and thermogravitational
mechanisms.We develop a dynamical model for convection

Fig. 3. The geometry,
boundary
conditions,
and assumed
shape
of the temperature
profileare shownschematically
for the parameterizedmodel.The thickness
of the conductive
lid may be variedto
simulatea uniformtemperature
(lid thin compared
to thermallayer)
or uniformheatflux(lidthickrelativeto thermallayerwidth).

2.

THERMAL LAYER FORMATION
ON HORIZONTAL

MARGINS

Initially, we will be concerned
with the problemof thermal
layerformationadjacentto horizontalmargins.Broadsill-like
magmachamberslike the model suggested
by Walker and
DeLong[1982] as a sourcefor mid-oceanridgebasaltsmight
be characterized
by a largeratio of horizontalto verticalsurnear horizontal boundaries that is used to evaluate the chemifacearearesultingin a dynamicaland thermalregimedomical transportequations.For verticalmarginsa kinematicflow natedby the thermalboundarylayersformingon thehorizonregimeis usedto assessthe importanceof the thermogravitatal margins.
The coolermarginsgiveriseto a stablystratified
tional mechanism.

layeron the bottomandan unstable
layeron the top.Only

the upperunstablelayeris dynamicallysignificant
for thermal
convection.The lower layer will behavelike a thermal buffer

betweenthe hottermagmaandthe coolermargin[daupartet
al., 1985]. The Prandtl numberfor convecting
magma,the
ratio of the kinematicviscosity
v to the thermaldiffusivity•c,
will likely exceed105for any givensystem.Because
of the
relativelylow diffusivityof heat, thermal featuressuchas the
boundary layer will tend to exist on a scalewhich is small

comparedto the scalefor fluid flow. For high Rayleigh
number,time dependentthermalconvectioncharacterizing
magmachambers,
a thermallayer will graduallyfrom adjacentto theuppermargin(seeFigure1).Progressive
thickening
of the layer occursas heat is conductedfrom the magma
acrossthe margin. However, the thickeningof this cooler
regionwill not proceedindefinitely.Sincethe layer is cooler
than the surrounding
magma,it is also characterized
by
higherdensitythan its surroundings
owingto thermalcontraction and possibly the crystallization of minerals which

remain in suspension.
This increasein densitycausesthe
growinglayer to becomegravitationally
unstable.Finally,it
breaksaway locally from the margin and falls into the surrounding magma.The growth and detachmentof the thermal

Fig. 2. The collapseof a gravitationallyunstablethermal layer in
a coolingreservoirexperiment.Heat is lost throughthe top of the box
simulatingthe unstablelayer in the intrusion of Figure 1. In these
kinds of numericalexperimentsthe ratio of the viscosityat the top of
thermallayer to the viscosityat its basemay approach105.

layer occurslocallyover the entirehorizontalmarginon a
relativelyshorttimescale(hoursto hundreds
of hours)driving
a large-scale
circulationin the magma.This time dependent
boundarylayerbehaviorhasbeenobserved
in a varietyof
convection
experiments,
numericalandlaboratory,whichsimulate the dynamicsand boundaryconditionsconsideredhere
[Hewitt et al., 1980;Carrigan,1982,1985].Figure2 illustrates
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assumedthat the entire body is at a uniform temperature.The
solution procedure involves a stiff ordinary differential equation solver [Carrigan, 1984].
The thermal layer parameterswill depend both on the dynamics of convection and the thermal boundary conditions.
inversion there.
By selectingconstant temperature boundary conditions we
We quantify some aspects of this process using a one- can eliminate the effect of the host rock in determining heat
dimensional parameterized model. This method has suc- flow from the magma. The calculatedtemperaturegradients
cessfullysimulatedthe horizontally averagedtemperaturefield will be overestimatesof the actual ones,while averageboundin a finite element model of a convectivelycooling reservoir ary layer thicknesses
will tend to be underestimated.
The concontainingfluid with stronglytemperaturedependentviscosity stant temperatureresultspresentedhere, then, may be inter[Carrigan, 1984] in which the viscosityvaries by 5 orders of pretedas the bestthat convectioncan do in providinga high
magnitude. Figure 3 illustrates the geometry, the boundary gradientthermalregimefor chemicalfractionation.
conditions, and the form of the temperature field assumedin
3. PREDICTIONS OF PARAMETRIC SCHEME
the parameterizedmodel. We reiterate that only the average
In applying the parameterized model we consider a
characteristicsof the temperature field are predicted by this
kilometer-sizedsill cooled mainly by heat transfer at the top.
method. The model relates the heat flux Q leaving the top
through the conducting lid to the time rate of change of the Two different viscosityranges are consideredin making the
calculations.One correspondsto a magma having a more or
average temperature TA of the fluid:
lessbasaltic composition.In this case,a starting viscosityof
d
100 P is assumedincreasing2 orders of magnitude per 100øC
Q= j;
of cooling. For a sill containing relatively dry rhyolitic
a scaleddown numerical model of the collapse of the thermal
layer into a reservoir containing a fluid with properties simulating those of magma. Numerial models show that the cooled
boundary layer fluid may either mix in with the magma or
settleout on the floor of the reservoir,giving rise to a thermal

magma,a startingviscosity
of 106 P is used,increasing
again
wherep, Cp,and L are the magmadensity,the specificheat, at the samerate. A temperaturedifferenceof 400øCis assumed
and the depth of the chamber,usually taken to be 1 km. The
heat flow through the lid may also be expressedin terms of a
heat transfer coefficient H as

Q = H(T• - To)

(2)

to exist between the margin of the body and the magma at
time of emplacement(t = 0). This intendedoverestimateof the
temperaturedrop acrossthe thermal boundary layer contributes to the extremeupper bound of the thermal gradient.For
a 1-km-sized body losing heat to a constant temperature

Assumingthat heat flow through the lid balancesthat across boundary,Figure 4 showsestimatesof the temperaturegradient as a function of time. For these calculations we assume
the boundary layer at any giventime yields
that the magma chamber is a closedsystemwith respectto
k
mass to show how the temperature gradient might change
• (Tint-Tc)=H(T•- To)
(3) with time. If the systemwas periodicallyrecharged,a different
time dependencemight apply, although the maximum realizwhere the boundary layer thicknessis calculatedfrom

6= •,Ra/t

(4)

able gradientswould be expectedto fall within in the range
plottedhere.Very early in the coolinghistory,gradientsin the

with the flux-basedRayleigh number Ra having the form
Ra -

a•L•Q

o

(5)

•kv

The quantities q, •, k, •, and v are gravitational acceleration,
fluid thermal expansioncoefficient,fluid thermal conductivity,
fluid thermal diffusivity,and kinematic viscosity,respectively.
Ra• is the critical value of the Rayleigh number taken to be
about 2700, and the exponent • is taken to have a value of
0.25; although Morris and Canriqht [1984] find 0.175 to be a
better value assumingthe Rayleigh number defined in equation (5). Our useof a larger value of • permits an upper bound
for the temperaturegradientsin the thermal boundary layer to
be predicted as a function of time. Thus we are able to estimate the maximum efficiencyof convection in transporting
heat to the margin. Finally, we may write the averagetemperature of the fluid T• as the weighted average of the mean
boundary layer temperature and the temperature of the isothermal

interior:

Tc-{- Tint•

TA='•••

L-5

q"Tintt'••

(6)

These equationsrepresenta nonlinear initial value problem
for the thermal regimeas a functionof time. At time t = 0 it is
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Fig. 4. Time dependent thermal boundary layer temperature
gradientsfor basalt and rhyolite in a cooling, 1-km body with infinitely conductingboundary representedby constanttemperaturecondition. In this limit, heat flow and temperaturegradient are controlled
by magma convectiononly. Initial temperature differencebetween
magma and boundary is 400øC.Initial viscositiesof basalt and rhyolite are taken to be 10: and 106P, respectively.
Viscosities
increaseby

a factorof 10: per 100øCof cooling.
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the host rock during part of the evolutionary period of the
body. But the largest gradients which can occur in this case
will still be bounded on the upper side by the gradients
derived assumingthe constant temperature,infinitely conducting boundaries.

BoundaryLayerThickness

T-To--400øC
at
t--O

We now calculate

characteristic

residence

times within

the

boundary layer for a particular mass of fluid, although the
parameterized model alone does not provide this information.
_

To obtain residence time estimates, we consider Howard's

[1966] statisticalmodel for high Rayleigh number convection.
Howard's
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Fig. 5.

A plot of the thermal boundary layer width for basalt and
rhyolite in a 1-km intrusion as a function of time.

basalt may exceed 1000øC/m. But within 15 years after emplacementthe gradientshave fallen to about 300øC/mbeing
comparableto the value for the rhyolite caseat the sametime.
Maximum gradientsin rhyolite are about 500øC/mand taper
off more slowlythan in the basalticcase.

calculations

are based on the observation

that near

a boundary, a zone of fluid cooler than the rest gradually
developsas a result of conductiveheat loss.The growth stops
when the fluid suddenlybreaks away from the boundary falling into the interior in a manner analogous to the formation
of thermals in the atmosphere.These thermals or sinkingjets
have also been observedin high Prandtl number experiments
bearing some resemblance,in terms of the dynamics and
boundary conditions, to magma chamber convection [Carrigan, 1982, 1985]. The processdescribedhere is governed primarily by a conductive time scale, that is, it is assumedthat

the time t, requiredfor conductivecooling to thicken the
layer until it becomesunstable is long compared to the time
for removal of the thermal from the boundary. This process

then repeatson the time scalet,. At any giventime,thermals
will be in different stagesof developmentover the entire layer.

Regardingthe thermallayer thickness
(Figure5),'we find

We calculatet,, the characteristic
residence
time of magma

that the basaltic thermal layer is under a meter thick, while
the rhyolitic thermal layer is not much thicker in spite of the
much higher viscosityof the rhyolite magma. The weak dependenceof the boundary layer thicknessfollows from the
power law relation (equation (4)) betweenthe layer thickness
and Rayleigh number which includesmagma viscosity.
We wish to emphasizethat the parameter valuesgiven here
represent an extreme' the best that thermal convectionis
likely to do in producinglarge gradientsat the margin of the
body. Some idea of how heat transfer in the host rock will
affect convectionin the body can be provided by comparing
the distancesover which a significant temperature change
occurs in the magma with the distance in the host environment over which a comparable drop in the temperature is
likely to take place.Hardee [1982] has developeda two-phase
model for hydrothermal heat transfer above magma heat
sources.Besidesthe formation of two-phase permeable convection zones, he predicts the existence of conductiondominated dryout zoneswhich vary in thicknessfrom about
10 m for a permeability of 0.3 darcy (Kilauea Iki Lava Lake)
to upward of 1 km for permeabilitiesin the millidarcy range.
The temperature range in the zone is defined at one extreme
by the crackingtemperature,the temperatureat which thermal stressesin the coolingmagma givesrise to brittle failure.
Ryan and Sammis[1981] estimate this temperature to be
about 725øC in the case of basalt. The cool boundary of the
conductive dryout zone is defined by the vapor saturation
temperature which will fall somewherebetween 100øC and
375øCdependingon the depth wherethe phasechangeoccurs.

in the boundary layer, by expressingit in terms of the critical
layer thickness5 following Kenyon and Turcotte [1983]. The
solution for the time dependentconductiveheat flux resulting
from the coolingof an isothermalhalf-spaceis

Taking the maximum temperaturedifference(725øC- 100øC
= 625øC) as representativeof the temperaturedrop and assumingthat it occursacrossa zone only 10 m thick, yieldsa
conductivetemperaturegradientof only about 60øC/m.If the
magma body heat transferbalancesthat in the host environment, then it must also be characterizedby a similar gradient.
If magma chamber convectioncannot match this gradient,
then infiltration will occur.Alternatively,the magma may melt

kAT

Q- (r•tct),/2

(7)

where AT is the temperature drop acrossthe cooling layer. If
it is assumedthat the temperature variation acrossthe cooling
layer is linear during the formation of the thermal, then we
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Fig. 6. The thermalboundarylayerresidence
time is plottedas a
function of time sinceemplacementfor basalt and rhyolite in a 1-km
coolingintrusion.The residence
time may be thoughtof as the exposuretime of a parcelof magmato a temperaturegradient.Larger
temperaturegradientsimply shorter residencetimes for magma
within the boundary layer.
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can also write the heat flux as
kAT

Q= •

(8)

The layer thickness6 may then be identified with the denominator of the precedingequation, that is,

t• = (rttCt)
1/2

(9)

Now, to obtain t,, we mustselectthe value of 3 for whichthe
thermal will break away from the boundary. In principle we
could use the theory for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability to
determine the value of 6, but no model of this mechanism has

been developedfor fluids with strongviscosityvariations.For
his calculations,Howard obtained empirical estimatesof 3
from experiments.Similarly, we can use estimatesof the thermal layer thicknessobtained from the parameterized results
illustrated in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows our estimates of the
fluid residencetimes obtained from equation (9) for the two
magma compositionsthat we are considering.For the basalt,
residencetimes vary from about 2 hours to 300 hours in the
first 20 years after emplacement,while for the rhyolite the
residencetimes range from 150 to almost 1000 hours during
the same period. These values should be treated as order of
magnitude estimatesof the residencetimes for magma within
the boundary layer. In this respect,they may also be thought
of as representingestimatesof the times during which significant fractionation can occur in the thermal boundary layer or
at the margin subjected to the temperaure gradient
characterizingthe layer.
4.

POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF THERMOCHEMICAL
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The discussionthat follows will examine the possibledegrees
of chemical separation (fractionation) which can be obtained
by Soret processesfor end member magma compositions
(basalt and rhyolite). A static or convection-free (true Sorer
diffusion)thermal regime is examinedfirst.
The following one-dimensional differential equation provides us with a time dependent description of the Soret processin a static fluid [deGroot and Mazur, 1962; Powers, 1962;
Grodzka and Facemire, 1977]'

•c
c•t

-

•d•

(10)

8x

wherethe massflux term Jx is definedas

Jx= -DaC(1
- C)•xx-D r3'•

(11)

D is the chemical diffusion coefficientof the fluid, a is the

Soret coefficient,C denotesthe concentrationof a particular
chemical species(assumefor simplicity a binary chemical
system),and T is the temperature.Equation(10) can be solved
subjectto the condition that Jx- 0 at the boundariesof the
domain, that is, the mass flux at the margins vanishes.The
first term of equation (11) denotes the contribution of Soret
diffusion induced by the thermal gradient, while the second
term representsthe opposing effect of Fickian diffusion. The
Soret coefficienta has the conventionof being positivewhen

masstransport occursfrom a region of high temperatureto
one of low temperature.
For examining the extent of chemical separation in a
magma,it is usefulto definea nonlinearfractionationterm q'

PROCESSES

Experimental evaluationsof the Soret effect as applied to
magmatic processeshave revealed that sizable chemical fracrionations can be producedby imposing a thermal gradient
upon a melt, albeit of extraordinarymagnitude [Walker et al.,
1981; Lesheret al., 1982; Walker and DeLong, 1982; Ponander
and Mahood, 1984]. Recent studiesof silicic volcanic regions
[Hildreth, 1979, 1981; Smith, 1979; Mahood, 1981] have suggestedthat magmatic Sorer processesare the dominant mechanisms for the chemical fractionation that is ultimately observed in the erupted ash flow tuffs. However, the observed
chemicaltrends are not in agreementwith the resultsof some
recent Sorer experiments for rhyolitic magma [Lesher et al.,
1982; Ponanderand Mahood, 1984] and suggesta reevaluaton
of crystal fractionation processesfor generation of compositional zoning in magma [see Michael, 1983]. Nevertheless,

there has been no quantitativeanalysisof the significance
of

q=

Ch(1-- Cc)
Cc(• - Ch)

(12)

Again,C denotesthe concentrationwith the subscripts
h and c
denotingeitherthe hot or cold end of the system,respectively.
For simplicity we deal with a binary systemso that q is defined in terms of a singlecomponent.If there is an enrichment

of the componentin the hot zone of the system,q will be
greater than unity (negativea), whereasif the componentbecomes enriched in the cold zone, q will be less than unity
(positive a). Note that q reducesto a simple partition term
(q = Ca/Cc) for the caseof a minor or trace componentof a
.

pseudobinarychemicalsystem.
Becauseof our interest in the greatest possible chemical

fractionationthat can be obtainedfrom a Soret process,we
initially considerthe steadystatesolutions.In the steadystate,
at which time the net flux J•, is zero, the solutionto equation

Sorer-related processesin convective environments under a
variety of thermal and compositionalconditions.

(11) is simply

4.1. Soret Diffusion in a Convection-FreeEnvironment

where AT is the temperature differencebetween the hot and
cold ends of the system.We assumethat a and D are constant
over the concentrationrange of interestand that a linear temperature gradientis achievedwithin a very short time relative

Soret diffusionis definedas the masstransport responseof
a chemical system to a thermal gradient. (Note that Soret
diffusion,thermal diffusion, and thermodiffusion are all names
utilized in the literature for thermal-gradient-inducedmass
transport). Given an initially homogeneousmulticomponent
systemwhich is nonisothermal,certain chemicalspecieswill
migrate toward the higher-temperatureregion, while other
speciesmigrate toward the lower-temperatureregion. This
processwill continueuntil a steadystate is reachedwhen the
opposing effect of chemical diffusion is sufficient to balance
the flux of material induced by the Sorer process.This Sorer
steadystate(often misnamedSorerequilibrium)will persistas
long as the temperaturegradientis maintainedin the system.

In qss= aAT

(13)

to the rate of masstransfer.The time for the systemto reach
Soretsteadystate(tss)is givenby
4d 2

tss- 11:
2D

(14)

Here, the additional term d is the width of the Soret system

whichmaybe identified
with the boundarylayerthickness
6.
The steadystate time resultsfrom the time dependentsolution
of the mass transport equations with zero mass flux at the

boundaries[seePowers,1962] and in the caseof equation(14)

11,456
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the width of the Soret cell (boundary layer thickness).However, equation (14) demonstratesthat the cell width, and hence
thermal gradient, will determine the time required to reach
Value
steady state and the attainment of qss.(It is noteworthy that
the time to reach steady state is inversely proportional to the
Dynamical property values
4 x 10-5 deg-•
chemical diffusion coefficientand therefore suggeststhat any
3.8 x 10-? m2/s
nonconvecting Soret fractionation processwill be limited by
102exp (0.04605AT)P
#basalt
the diffusive remixing.) From Figure 7 the final value of q
106exp (0.04605AT)P
#rhyolite
would
be lessthan 1.05 for either basalt or rhyolite assuminga
p
2.6 x 103 kg/m3
200øC/m temperature gradient and lessthan 1.2 for a 400øC/m
9.81m/s2
H
2 x 102 W/m2 deg
gradient. (We reiterate that both gradients are consideredto
k
1.25 W/m deg
be extreme upper bounds for thermal convection.) Figure 8
1.255 J/kg deg
Cp
provides
the steadystate times required to achievethe separaChemical transport values
tions indicated in Figure 7. For diffusion lengthsof only 0.1 m,
8 x 10-x2 m2/s [Hofmann,1980]
Dbasa•t
(1200øC)
1 x 10-•2 m2/s[Hofmann,1980]
30 years would be required to reach steady state in the basalt,
Drhyolit
e (950øC)
thermal diffusion coefficient
while 300 years would be required in the rhyolite. Clearly, the
isothermal diffusion coefficient
residencetimes of magma parcels in the horizontal thermal
-3 X 10-3 deg-x [Walker et al., 1981] layers would obviously limit the importance of the fracO'basalt
-1 x 10-3 deg- x [Lesheret al., 1982]
O'rhyolite
tionation processwithin the layer itselfi From Figure 6 the
residence time of a magma parcel in the boundary layer
characterized by the smaller gradient is only 450 hours in
representsthe time requiredto each(1 -e -4) or 98% of the rhyolite and 300 hours in basalt. For a 400øC/m gradient the
steady state separation.Equation (14) is appropriate for tem- residencetimes are about 180 hours for rhyolite and 100 hours
perature differencesof less than 1000øC in magmatic appli- for basalt. In the final analysis,thermal layer magma will not
cations(seebelow)otherwisea more complicatedexpressionis be subjectedto a temperature gradient long enough for Soret
required [see Grodzkaand Facemire, 1977].
steady state to be approachedbefore it breaks away from the
Using valueslisted in Table 1, equation (13) has been evalu- margin. Even if significant fractionation did occur within the
ated for a range of temperaturedifferences.Figure 7 givesan layer, when it fell into the interior, remixing of the fractionated
idea of the extent of chemical fractionation that can be obcomponents would be expected.Furthermore, the occurrence
tained for a simple nonconvectingSoret cell. The separation of large thermal gradients in special situations as when a
factor qssis plotted with respectto the temperaturedifference cooler mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB) magma overlies a
between two confining walls. We have taken the chemical hotter picritic magma really does not improve the environspeciesto be enriched at the hot wall using the experimental ment for Soret processes.Using the results of Huppert and
Soret coefficientsderived by Walker et al. [1981] for basaltic Sparks [1980], Walker and DeLong [1982] have suggested
magmas. The smaller Soret coefficientfor the lower temper- that temperature contrastsof 100øCor more might persistfor
ature rhyolite magma [Lesher et al., 1982] was utilized and more than a month within a layer 0.01-0.02 m thick at the
follows due to the highly polymerized nature of the silicicmelt interface between the two layers. But such a layer formed by
relative to the basaltic data. It should be noted that the exper- cooling from above would be gravitationally unstable and
imental valuesfor a were derived at high temperatures(1500ø- from equation (9) would be characterizedby a residencetime
1700øC) and therefore can be considered as overestimatesof of about 2 min! Solution of the time dependent speciestransthe Soret values required for the present applications. Note
port equation (equation (10)) for a 0.01-m layer having a therthat the fractionation term at steady state is not a function of
TABLE 1. Values of Dynamical Properties and Chemical Transport ParametersUsed in Model Calculations

mal gradientof 104øC/myieldsa concentrationenhancement
of only 0.002% after 2 min (R. T. Cygan and C. R. Carrigan,
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Fig. 7. The steady state Soret fractionation for magma in a
convection-freecell as a function of the temperaturedifferencebet,•een cell walls.
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Chemical Separation by Thermogravitational

Mechanisms

TemperatureField

Another mechanism has been proposed for vertical thermal
boundary layers which might, in principle, overcomesome of
the time scale problems associatedwith convection-freeSoret
1
fractionation in horizontal thermal layers. Unlike horizontal
thermal layers,flow in vertical layers will not be characterized
by such extreme time dependence[Spera et al., 1982]. For a
sufficientlylong vertical margin one might expect that fluid
within an associatedvertical thermal layer could remain there
for an arbitrarily long time dependingon the velocity within
the layer. It has been suggested,although not in detail, by
Hildreth [1981] and Schott [1983] that some kind of interaction between wall rock and the vertical thermal layer could
result in a fractionation process involving both convection
and Soret diffusion. Presumably, becauseof either melting or
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
crystallization at the vertical margin of the body, a thin, less
DISTANCE (m)
dense layer might form in the thermal layer. Owing to its
Fig. 9. Evolution of temperature field at a magma chamber positive buoyancy, the thin chemicallydistinct layer would
margin with a fixed temperature boundary. The analytical results are rise creating a counterflow relative to the downward thermally
derived using equation (4-58) of Eckert and Drake [1972].
driven flow which itself results from heat loss through the
margin. The counterflow occurringwithin a zone of significant
temperaturevariation, that is, the thermal layer, is suggestive
unpublishedmanuscript,1986).Even for other fractionation of conditions required for thermogravitational fractionation
mechanisms,this period of time is likely to be too brief to be (TGF) rClusius and Dickel, 1938; Furry et al., 1939; donesand
significant.In general,the existenceof large boundary layer Furry, 1946; Powers,1962].
thermal gradientssuggestsvery short magma residencetimes
Thermogravitational fractionation is similar to Soret sepain the boundary layer, a fact that does not depend on the ration exceptthat a convectingcell is utilized to prevent diffusourceof buoyancybut does depend on the thermal diffusi- sive remixing of the Soret fractionate.The presenceof a circuvity.
lating current sweepsmaterial away normal to the thermal
Walker and DeLong [1982] have suggestedthat the Soret gradient so that back diffusion is limited and a simple Soret
signaturecould be preservedin a magma body by solidifi- steady state is prevented. The convectiveflow required by
cation of Soret fractionates from the thermal boundary layer TGF or Clusius-Dickel (CD) cellsis induced by thermal buoyregime.We expectthat this is likely to be the only way, if at ancy resultingfrom the different temperaturesof the cell walls.
all, that the effectsof Soret diffusioncould ever be preservedin Figure 11a provides a schematicof a classicClusius-Dickel
a convectingsystem.It appearsreasonablethat solidification cell of length L and width d. The wall temperaturesare mainat an advancingmargin could "freezein" very thin zones ex- tained constant,and a linear thermal gradient acrossthe fluid
hibitinga concentrationgradientbeforethe associatedmagma
o hr

_

.......
i.......
i....

parcel breaks away. But again, the thermal boundary layer
would be very far from a Soret steadystate. As noted above,
the non-steadystate solutionsto equation (10) (R. T. Cygan
and C. R. Carrigan, unpublishedmanuscript,1986),subjectto
boundary conditions requiring zero mass flux through the
systemboundaries,permit an estimateof the maximum con-

CompositionalField
d=lrn

centration enhancement that can occur prior to boundary

layer disruption.For thesecalculationswe include the time
dependenceof the thermalregime(T =f(x, t)) simulatingthe
propagation of the thermal field through the hot magma
parcelas it coolswhile in contactwith a constanttemperature
margin.The results,obtainedusingan im.plicit finite difference
solver,are presentedin Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 illustrates
the evaluation of the temperaturefield in the magma parcel as
a function of time sinceinitial contact betweenthe parcel and
the constanttemperaturemargin. For a pseudobinarysystem
the resultant distribution of the oxide component in the
boundarylayer is shownfor the equivalenttimesin Figure 10.
The

maximum

concentration

enhancement

occurs

at

the

marginbut falls off to its initial valueat only 0.02 m from the
boundary.After a period characteristicof the boundary layer
detachment time the maximum

concentration

enhancement is

found to be lessthan 0.04%. This value must be interpreted as

100 hr

500
hr
IVV,øøø,,
10 hr

o.ooo

0.025

0.050

0.075

0.100

DISTANCE (m)
Fig. 10. Evolution of a compositionalfield near the extremeedge
(first 0.1 m) of a magma chambermargin (d = 1 m) as inducedby
Soret diffusion and correspondingto the time dependenttemperature

field presentedin Figure 9. The spatialdistributionof the idealized

an upperlimit on any possibleenhancements
of concentration componentacrossthe entire Soret cell as a functionof time is deterowing to the particular model chosenfor the thermal evolu- mined by an implicit centraldifferencenumericalmodel (R. T. Cygan
and C. R. Carrigan, unpublishedmanuscript,1986).
tion of the magma parcel in the vicinity of the margin.
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Fig. 11. (a) Schematicof a classicalClusius-Dickelor TGF cell denotingthe major Soret diffusion,chemicaldiffusion,
and conectivefluxes.(b) Model of a magmaticthermalboundarylayer showingthe expectedthermalgradientlayer and
principleconvectionflow. The velocityfieldrequiredfor properCD separationis indicatedin the boundarylayer.

is assumed. Soret diffusion tends to enrich the hot rising
boundary layer in one of the chemicalcomponentsproducing
a chemical gradient. The enrichedmaterial is swept up the hot
wall by the hotter and less dense fluid thereby limiting the
chemicalback diffusion.Similar behavior occursfor the depleted fluid at the cold wall exceptin the oppositedirection.

Kc=

d?pg20•2BA
T2

9!v2
D

K o --- dpDB

(19)
(20)

The M term representsthe positive contributions of Soret
diffusion and convectivetransport to the chemicalseparation,

Thefundamental
differential
equation
[Jones
andFurry, while
Kcdenotes
theconvective
remixing
andKorepresents

1946'Powers,
1962]is provided
belowandfollows
asan ex-. thechemical
diffusion
backdownthecell.TheB termrefers
to
tension of equations (10) and (11) with the addition of an
advection

term:

the breadth of the CD cell and will eventually cancel out in

the equationsfor qssand tss.Figure 11a illustratesthe major

3C
dTc•[C(1
- C)] v(x)
3C
c•t-- D••2C
+ ••2C
63y
2 + aO•dx
c•x -•yy

(15)

Chemical diffusion along the vertical direction (y axis) of the
CD cell has been introduced as well as a new term involving
v(x), which denotesthe changein concentrationresultingfrom
the convectioncurrent. A mean convectionvelocity is usedto
obtain an analytical solution to equation (15). As in the
convection-free case, with the boundary conditions of zero
massflux acrossthe cell walls, a flux equation can be obtained
which definesthe net transport r of one componentthrough a
plane perpendicular to the walls of the CD cell [Jones and
Furry, 1946; Powers, 1962]:
dC

z = MC(1 - C)-

K

(16)

dy

The new terms introduced in this solution are given below'
M =

d3prrgo•BA
T2
6!v

K = Kc + Ko

(17)

(18)

fluxesthat are incorporatedin the model.
If we examine the case of chemical separation at steady
state (z -0), it is possibleto obtain an exact solution for the
concentrationchangeby integratingequation (16). The steady
stateresult can be presentedin termsof the fractionationterm
qss:

In qss= 2AL

(21)

L is definedas the length of the CD cell for the presentapplication. The A term representsa ratio of the separationforces
to the remixing forces'

A -- M/2K

(22)

Application of CD theory to magma chambersis not
straightforwardsincereservoirsof magma are likely to differ
in many important respectsfrom the ideal CD cell. Simple
convectiveflow down a cool chamber margin does not resemble the closedcell circulation required for operation of a CD
cell. In the cell, Soret-separatedcomponentstend to migrate

to oppositeendsof the cell but in the caseof magma convection, the flow enteringthe thermal layer from the reservoirat
the top is returnedto the reservoirat the bottom. If, however,
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Fig. 12. The steady state fractionation of magma in a CD cell of
1-kin length as a functionof the cell width. The logarithm of (qss- 1)
has been utilized to expressthe wide range of qssvalues and the
almost negligibleseparationthat is expectedfor magmas.

Fig. 14. The logarithm of the time to reach steady state for
magma in a CD cell of 1-kin length as a function of cell width for two
wall temperature differences.

a counterflow in the thermal layer is present as was described
at the beginning of this section,the potential existsfor removing the Soret fractionate from the thermal layer before remixing in the reservoir occurs.Whether a counterflow as shown in
Figure 1lb can exist for realistic thermal boundary conditions
is not known. Certainly a buoyant, chemically distinct layer
resulting from crystal plating [McBirney, 1980; Nilson et al.,
1985] or melting at the margin of a chamber can rise if it is
sufficiently thick. However, Spera et al. [1984] argue that
double diffusive counterbuoyantflow may be outside the parameter regime characterizing most magma chambers. Furthermore, there are somedata to suggestthat overlying layers,
typically 500 m deep, form in silicicchamberson a time scale

not likely give rise to a counterbuoyant flow in a systemwhere
convection is considered significant. It is much more likely
that the downflow along the side of the chamber will scour the
margin. The melt which is removed will then be carried into
the interior of the chamber where it will begin to rise in little
parcelstoward the roof zone.
For the sake of discussion,we take the kinematic approach
by assumingthat a counterflow exists.Then we determine the
possibleeffect on separationof a magma boundary layer treated as an ideal CD cell. In applying equation (21) to a magmatic system,we have chosenthe physical parameters outlined in
Table 1. The chemical separation of a component induced by
Soret diffusion and enhanced by convection is presentedin

of 105years[SperaandCrisp,1981].To form sucha layerin a

F'igure12 for the two differentmagmas.
The temperature
of

chamber having a horizontal to vertical aspect ratio of 2
would require assimilatingwall rock at the rate of only 0.005
m/yr in the case of a counterbuoyant flow produced by melting. Such an extremely low production rate of silicic melt will

the magma was taken to be approximately the liquidus value
for the compositionsconsidered.Figure 12 provides a plot of
chemical fractionation at steady state as a function of the cell
width, the latter being equated to the thicknessof the thermal
boundary layer. Becausethe scale of qsscovers such a wide
range, we have chosenthe function log (qss- 1) to display the
results.The plot shows that it is necessaryto have cell widths
less than 0.1 m to provide any sizable (or measurable) fractionation (10%) of a magma component. At these smaller cell
widths it is significant to point out that there is almost a
runaway effect in the magnitude of the fractionation. Factors

AT = 100'

Basalt

aT= 10'

as large as qss- 105can be obtainedin magmas,albeitunder
artificial thermal boundary conditions. For silicic magma
chambers, Spera et al. [1982] determined that the characteristic boundary layer thickness at a vertical wall will be of the

6T == 100'

Rh'

6T == 10'

order of tens of meters. If we were to examine

the TGF

effect

Fig. 13. The logarithm of the mean convectionvelocity for
magmain a CD cell as a functionof the cell width and for two wall
temperaturedifferences.Magma velocity calculationsare based on
the thermal buoyancyexpectedalong the linear thermal gradientof

for even a 1-m-thick boundary layer, the chemical separation
is insignificant. For a CD cell width of 1 m, Figure 12 shows
that a rhyolite magma will have a qssvalue of 1.000056,while
for a basaltic magma the steady state value is only 1.0000011.
Also noteworthy is that qssis independentof AT except for
very small cell widths (lessthan 0.03 m for a basalt or 0.1 m
for a rhyolite magma).Negligible Soret diffusion occursacross
the larger cell distances.Figure 13 provides the mean velocity
values for these examples in both a basaltic and rhyolitic
magma. For cell widths of about 1 m, these velocities are
comparable to velocitiesexpectedin thermally driven magma

the cell.

convection
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As for convection-free Soret diffusion, it is worthwhile to

Bowen[1928] dismissed
Soretdiffusionas a significantfrac-

examine the time required to achieve steady state fractionation. The decay time for the solutionsof equations(15)
and (16) is [Jonesand Furry, 1946]

tionationmechanism
in magmascoolingby conductiononly.

8pdB/AM

tss
= 1+ (•/AL)
2

(23)

The steadystate time representsthe time to reach 98% of the
steady state separation.The resultsare provided in Figure 14
for both magma types as a function of the cell width and for
two expected temperature differences.Extremely small cell
widths are characterizedby considerablylessconvectionand
require more time to develop the steady state compositional
profile, whereasthe convectivevelocitiesare more significant
at the greater widths (see Figure 13). The times required to
reach steadystate for a 1-m-thick boundary layer range from
a few secondsfor a basalticmagma at 100øC/mto 6 yearsfor
a rhyolite magma at 10øC/m. Unfortunately, the corresponding fractionation values presentedin Figure 12 are much to
insignificantto make these steady state times meaningful.
Nevertheless,for significantfractionation to occur as associated with the very small cell widths, steady state times undoubtedly exceed likely residencetimes of magma in the
boundary layer.
5.

CONCLUSION

We find that magma convectiondoesnot alter this conclusion.

In fact,magmaconvection
will tendto producechemicalseparationssmallerthan thoseassociated
with a bodycoolingby
conduction

alone.
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